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Abstract: The recommendation task with a textual corpus aims to model customer preferences from both user
feedback and item textual descriptions. It is highly desirable to explore a very deep neural network to capture the
complicated nonlinear preferences. However, training a deeper recommender is not as eﬀortless as simply adding
layers. A deeper recommender suﬀers from the gradient vanishing/exploding issue and cannot be easily trained by
gradient-based methods. Moreover, textual descriptions probably contain noisy word sequences. Directly extracting
feature vectors from them can harm the recommender’s performance. To overcome these diﬃculties, we propose a
new recommendation method named the HighwAy recoMmender (HAM). HAM explores a highway mechanism to
make gradient-based training methods stable. A multi-head attention mechanism is devised to automatically denoise
textual information. Moreover, a block coordinate descent method is devised to train a deep neural recommender.
Empirical studies show that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art methods signiﬁcantly in terms of
accuracy.
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1 Introduction
Recommendation system (RS) is an important
application of artiﬁcial intelligence. It infers the
preferences of customers from historical feedback,
and then recommends personalized items to customers (McLaughlin and Herlocker, 2004; Salakhutdinov and Mnih, 2007). An RS improves users’ satisfaction with the e-commerce platform and brings extra proﬁts to vendors (Linden et al., 2003). With the
development of e-commerce, millions and trillions of
‡
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items are available online. In such circumstances, a
modern RS can assist customers in ﬁltering out unwanted items. RS has become an indispensable part
of modern e-commerce platforms.
RSs have been comprehensively studied in recent decades. The content-based RS adopts a
nearest-neighbor strategy that recommends similar users with similar items (Linden et al., 2003).
These simple methods have small generalization errors. They are commonly used in the early cold-start
stage of an RS. With the accumulation of feedback
datasets, RSs based on matrix factorization outperform content-based methods substantially in terms
of accuracy (Srebro et al., 2004; Adomavicius and
Tuzhilin, 2005; Paterek, 2007). Recently, evidence
shows that customers’ preferences are highly nonlinear (Wang H et al., 2015). Thus, deep neural
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networks (DNNs), well known for their powerful
nonlinear modeling ability, have become mainstream
methods (Wang H et al., 2015; Devooght and Bersini,
2016). However, research on DNN-based methods is
far from ﬁnished. Two challenges still exist.
First, a DNN-based recommender can work only
with a shallow depth, which limits its expressive
power. Generally speaking, the depth of neural models perhaps plays the most crucial role in their success (Mhaskar et al., 2017). The expressive power of
a neural network increases as its depth grows (Raghu
et al., 2017). Moreover, a deeper network usually enjoys better generalization ability because of its overparameterization property (Neyshabur et al., 2017).
Thus, it is desirable to use very deep neural networks
to design an accurate recommender. However, the
optimization of deep networks is substantially more
diﬃcult. Gradients of existing DNN-based RSs are
prone to vanishing or exploding when they are very
deep (Goodfellow et al., 2016). This makes gradientbased methods unable to train an RS eﬀectively.
Second, it is diﬃcult to eﬀectively incorporate
textual information into a neural recommender because of data noise and the document’s multi-topic
property. In practice, user feedback is extremely
sparse (Grčar et al., 2005). RSs that are trained
only from feedback data usually have inferior accuracy because of information insuﬃciency. To handle
this issue, many researchers exhibited that textual
information, such as movie plots and item descriptions, is a valuable complement to feedback data.
Informative feature vectors can be extracted from
the textual data to boost recommendation performance. Nevertheless, designing a textual encoder is
a challenging task. Textual information usually contains noisy sub-sequences. Ignoring such a fact would
make neural networks overﬁt into noise, which leads
to performance degradation (Wang H et al., 2016).
Moreover, a document usually involves multiple topics. A neural encoder unaware of these characteristics cannot fully exploit textual information.
To overcome the above diﬃculties, we propose
a new recommendation method named the HighwAy recoMmender (HAM). HAM tackles the gradient vanishing/exploding issue from both architecture
construction and algorithm design perspectives. We
integrate highway networks (Srivastava et al., 2015)
in HAM to extract deep features. The highway networks use skip-connections and gating mechanisms
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to regulate the information ﬂow. Through such regulation, gradients can ﬂow across several neural layers
without attenuation. Furthermore, we propose a new
training method based on block coordinate descent
(BCD). BCD is capable of decomposing a highly coupled deep network training problem into several independent subproblems on shallow networks. By
such reduction, the unstable backward propagation
of gradients can be avoided. In addition, HAM explores the multi-head attention mechanism to deal
with the noisy document and model multiple topics.
HAM learns to assign large weights to relevant parts
of a document and give small weights to irrelevant
ones. Then, it generates the feature vector by averaging each textual part. In this manner, the noisy
word sequences are ﬁltered out from the extracted
features. By concentrating on diﬀerent textual segments, each attention head can be interpreted as a
semantic vector of topics.
In summary, the contributions of our paper are
listed as follows:
1. We design a new neural recommendation
framework based on the highway network to stabilize
the gradient ﬂow of a deep recommender.
2. We propose a novel BCD method to train the
deeper recommender eﬀectively.
3. A multi-head attention encoder is designed to
exploit textual information to enhance recommendation performance.

2 Related work
State-of-the-art recommendation methods can
be roughly divided into matrix factorization (MF)
based methods and DNN-based methods. MF-based
methods work by decomposing the user-item interactions into the product of latent vectors. Salakhutdinov and Mnih (2007) reinterpreted MF as a latent probabilistic model and used statistical inference to train the model. Koren (2008) improved
MF by incorporating neighborhood information into
the scoring function. Koren et al. (2009) proposed
a temporal extension for MF and showed that MF
has promising performance in the Netﬂix prize task
(Bennett and Lanning, 2007). Rendle et al. (2009)
proposed the seminal Bayesian personal ranking
(BPR) method to predict personalized ranking using users’ implicit feedback.
DNN-based methods try to characterize
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nonlinearity in a user-item relationship via neural
architectures. Salakhutdinov et al. (2007) proposed
a restricted Boltzmann machine to mine users’ preferences. Strub and Mary (2015) showed that a stack
denoising auto-encoder has robust recommendation
performance for a noisy feedback dataset. Devooght
and Bersini (2016) used a recurrent neural network
(RNN) to model the temporal dynamics of user preferences. He et al. (2017) modeled user ratings by
a deep forward network. Cai et al. (2018) proposed
an adversarial personalized ranking approach to enhance the BPR method. Note that none of the above
neural recommenders encompasses a gradient stabilization module. Their gradients are prone to vanishing or exploding as the number of layers increases.
This makes them untrainable when their depths are
large.
The above methods have promising accuracy
when customers’ behavior data are suﬃcient. However, in many real-world scenarios, behavior data
are very sparse. To enrich training data, much research incorporates text content data into the traditional recommendation data. Wang C and Blei
(2011) proposed the well-known collaborative topic
regression (CTR) method that seamlessly combines
MF with latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). Gopalan
et al. (2014) proposed to use Poisson MF to model
both user clicks and the word count matrix. Wang
H et al. (2015) proposed collaborative deep learning
(CDL), which uses a stack denoising auto-encoder to
extract content features. Kim et al. (2016) showed
that the convolution network can generate informative content features. Bansal et al. (2016) introduced
the RNN to transform the text documents into feature vectors. Jin et al. (2018) proposed the long short
term memory (LSTM) topic MF (LTMF), which
combines LSTM and the topic modeling method to
understand textual information. Shoja and Tabrizi
(2019) developed an LDA-based attribute extractor
to ﬁlter out useful product information in reviews
and then built a deep neural network to transform
such information into feature vectors.

3 Preliminaries and notations
In this paper, we use bold capital letters A, B,
. . . to denote matrices. Matrix slicing is expressed
in a Numpy manner. We use A[i] to denote the
ith row of matrix A. A[i1 , i2 , . . . , ik ] is a submatrix
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of A containing A’s rows i1 , i2 , ..., ik . The size
of a set S is denoted by |S|. Some other notations
used in the paper are listed in Table 1. Assume
that user feedback D and item textual content C are
available for training an RS. The feedback dataset
D contains users’ historical choices. More precisely,
−

D = {(i, j, j  )|1 ≤ i ≤ m, j ∈ ρ+
i , j ∈ ρi }, where i
+
is a user, ρi consists of the user’s wanted items, and
ρ−
i contains his/her unwanted products. The textual
content C = {docj }j=n
j=1 is a collection of documents
docj which describes item j in the text.
Table 1 Notations used in this paper
Variable

Description

m
n
doc

Number of users
Number of items
A textual document
Number of unique words
Length of a document
Word ID
Embedding matrix of users
Embedding matrix of words
Parameter of the k th attention head
Parameter of the last layer of encoder
Parameters of the user’s deep transformer
Parameters of the item’s deep transformer
Highway cell with parameters G and K
Textual encoder with parameter θe

nvocab
ndoc
ω
P
E
WAk
WL
Gl , Kl
G̃l , K̃l
H(·|G, K)
Enc(·|θe )

The recommendation problem can be formulated as reconstructing the preference function
f (i, docj ) of user i on item j from the available
dataset. Intuitively, the function f (i, docj ) will give
higher values to a user’s wanted items and lower
scores to unwanted ones. Such intuition can be
formulated by the following area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve (AUC) maximization
problem:
max
θf



I{f (i, docj ) > f (i, docj  )},

(1)

(i,j,j  )

where θf is the parameter set of function f (i, docj )
and I{condition} is the indicator function which
equals 1 if “condition” is true and 0 otherwise. However, problem (1) is a combinatorial optimization
problem that is computationally prohibitive to solve.
To reduce the computational cost, one can relax the
discrete function I{f (i, docj ) > f (i, docj  )} via the
following smoothing function (Rendle et al., 2009):
ln σ(f (i, docj ) − f (i, docj  ))  l(i, j, j  ),

(2)
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with σ(·) being the sigmoid function. By such relaxation, the recommendation task can be recast as the
following minimization problem:
min −
θf

1 
l(i, j, j  )  Lrank (θf ).
|D|


(3)

(i,j,j )

4 Architecture of the scoring function
To model the nonlinear correlation between a
user and an item, we devise a deep neural network
to parameterize the function f (·, ·). We depict the
neural architecture in Fig. 1. The architecture has
four modules: embedding module, content encoder,
deep transformer, and scoring producer.
4.1 Embedding module
The embedding layer maps users and words into
low-dimensional latent spaces. More precisely, let
P ∈ Rm×d and E ∈ Rnvocab ×d be users’ embedding
matrix and words’ embedding matrix, respectively,
with m being the number of users, nvocab the vocabulary size, and d the model dimension. The embedding vectors of user i and word ω are P [i] and E[ω],
respectively.
4.2 Content encoder
The content encoder extracts feature vectors
doc
be
from textual documents. Let doc = {ωi }i=n
i=1
f(u,doc)
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a textual document of some items. Let E[doc] ∈
Rndoc ×d be formed by stacking embedding vectors
of word ωi horizontally. The content encoder takes
E[doc] as input and outputs the feature vector of
doc. The content encoder has two layers. The lower
layer is the multi-head attention mechanism, which
represents doc by multiple semantic vectors. The k th
attention head is formulated as follows:
T

headk = (E[doc]) softmax(E[doc]WAk WATk query),
(4)
d×l
th
aligns the k head to a speciﬁc
where WAk ∈ R
topic, softmax(·) is the softmax function, and

E[w]
.
(5)
query = ω∈doc
ndoc
It has been validated by much research
(Chorowski et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017) that
attention signals can assign larger values to the relevant parts of a sequence and smaller values to the
irrelevant parts. This property helps our encoder
concentrate on the informative part of the textual
document while ignoring the noise. Each attention
head of the encoder focuses on representing one part
of the semantic information in its textual content.
This helps the encoder understand diﬀerent topics in
the content.
In the upper layer, we use a dense linear layer
followed by dropout units to summarize the attention
heads headk into the feature vector of doc. In precise
terms, the feature vector is given by the following
equation:

Scoring producer
HWCell

HWCell

HWCell

HWCell

HWCell

HWCell

Ouput = Dropout(Concate([headk ]K
k=1 )WL ), (6)

Transformer
Linear

4.3 Deep transformer

Multi-head attention

Encoder

Embedding
User

ω1

ω2

ω3

where Dropout(·) is the dropout operator,
Concate(·) concatenates vectors headk into a matrix
of size K × d with K being the number of attention
heads. For brevity, in what follows, we denote the
content encoder by Enc(E[doc]|θe ) with θe being a
parameter set including WAk and WL .

ω4

Fig. 1 Architecture of the HighwAy recoMmender
(HAM)

The deep transformer enhances the expressive
power of lower-layer neural features. To stabilize the
gradient ﬂow, our transformer regulates the information ﬂow through the gating mechanism. Speciﬁcally,
the transformer is a stack of highway cells. Denote
a cell by H(x|G, K), where x ∈ Rd is the input
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and G, K are the cell parameters. The cell can be
computed by the following equation:

g = σ(Gx),
H(x|G, K) = g  x + (1 − g)  tanh(Kx),
(7)
where σ(·) is the element-wise sigmoid function and
 is the element-wise multiplication operator. The
term g acts as an information gate. When g = 0,
the highway cell cuts oﬀ the skip-connection and becomes a feed-forward unit; when g = 1, the highway
cell blocks the result of the feed-forward unit and degenerates into an identity map. Thus, the highway
cell can be viewed as a smooth interpolation between
a nonlinear cell and an identity map. Stacking L layers of highway cells, we obtain the transformer. We
summarize the computing process of the deep transformer in Algorithm 1.
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tiple learning tasks can improve the network’s generalization ability. Intuitively, learning word embeddings from the textual corpus is a natural choice for
an auxiliary task. Given the textual corpus {docj }
and a word ω, several surrounding words of ω are
selected as context c. We denote the set containing
all such word context pairs as “pairs.” The word embedding task can be formulated as the following MF
problem (Levy and Goldberg, 2014):


min
C,E

(c,ω)∈pairs



2

, (10)


where C is the context embedding matrix. Note
that PMI(c, ω) is the pointwise mutual information
deﬁned as follows:

PMI(c, ω) = ln

1: h0 = x

2: for l = 1 to L do

|pairs|

Lembd (C,E)

Algorithm 1 Transformer(x|{Gl, Kl }L
l=1 )

|pairs|#(c, ω)
#(c)#(ω)


,

(11)

where #(c, ω) is the number of occurrences of the
context-word pair, #(c) is the number of occurrences
of context c, and #(ω) is the frequency of word ω.
Training an RS and word embedding simultaneously
can be formulated as the following composite objective minimization problem:

g = σ(Gl hl−1 )
4:
hl = g ∗ hl−1 + (1 − g) ∗ tanh(Kl hl−1 )
5: end for
6: return hL
3:

4.4 Scoring producer

min Lrank (θf ) + λLembd (C, E),

The scoring producer produces the score
f (i, docj ) of user i and item j. Given that f (i, docj )
reﬂects the correlation between user i and item j, we
formulate the score as the inner product between the
user deep feature ui and the item deep feature vj :
f (i, docj ) = uT
i vj .

T

(C[c]) E[ω] − PMI(c, ω)

(8)

The deep features are generated by applying
the deep transformer to low-level embedding vectors,
that is,
⎧

⎨ui = Transformer P [i] | {Gl , Kl }L
l=1 ,
⎩vj = Transformer Enc(E[doc]|θe ) | {G̃l , K̃l }L
l=1 ,
(9)
where edocj is the output of document docj .

5 Parameter inference
According to the framework of multi-task learning (Ruder, 2017), training a deep network from mul-

θf ,C

(12)

where λ > 0 is a regularization parameter, and θf is
the parameter set of neural network f (·, ·).
To further stabilize the gradient ﬂow, we design
a BCD method to solve the optimization problem
(12). Problem (12) can be rewritten as the following constrained minimization problem according to
Eqs. (3), (8), (9), and (12):
min −
θopt


1 
ln σ (PL [i])T (QL [j] − QL [j  ])
N

(i,j,j )

+ λLembd (C, E)
s.t.
⎧
⎪
Pl [i] = H(Pl−1 [i]|Gl , Kl ), i ≤ m, 1 ≤ l ≤ L,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ Ql [j] = H(Ql−1 [j]|G̃l , K̃l ), j ≤ n, 1 ≤ l ≤ L,
⎪
P0 = P ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ Q [j] = Enc(E[doc]|θ ), j ≤ n,
0
e
(13)
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where θopt includes embedding matrices P and E,
intermediate matrices {Pl , Ql }l=L
l=1 , parameters of
L
transformers {Gl , Kl , G̃l , K̃l }l=1 , and parameters of
encoders θenc . Using the constraints as a penalty,
the minimization problem (13) is converted to the
following unconstrained optimization problem:

min −
θopt


1 
ln σ (PL [i])T (QL [j] − QL [j  ])
N
(i,j,j  )


LO (PL ,QL )

+ λLembd (C, E) +

L




l=1

+

γ
Ql − H̃l (Ql−1 )2
n





LH(l) (Ql ,Ql−1 ,G̃l ,K̃l )

+

γ
2
Pl − Hl (Pl−1 )
m


LH(l) (Pl ,Pl−1 ,Gl ,Kl )

+

γ
P0 − P 2
m


LS (P0 ,P )

γ
Q0 − Q − Eθe ({docj })2 ,
n



Require: λ, γ, T, η
1: θopt = RandomInitialization()
2: for k = 1 to T do
// Compute stochastic approximations of losses
3:
Randomly sample a tuple (i, j, j  ) from D
4:
Randomly sample a user u from {1, 2, . . . , m}
5:
Randomly sample an item v from {1, 2, . . . , n}


6:
L̂O = − ln σ (PL [i])T (QL [j] − QL [j  ])
7:
L̂O = L̂O + γPL [i] − HL (PL−1 [i])2
8:
L̂O = L̂O + γQL [j] − H̃L (QL−1 [j])2 /2
9:
L̂O = L̂O + γQL [j  ] − H̃L (QL−1 [j  ])2 /2
10:
for l = L to 1 do
11:
L̂H(l) = γPl [u] − Hl (Pl−1 [u])2
12:
L̂H̃(l) = γQl [v] − H̃l (Ql−1 [v])2
13:
end for
14:
pairs = GenerateContextWordPairs(docv )
2


15:
C[c]T E[ω]−PMI(c, ω) /|pairs|
L̂embd =
(c,ω)∈pairs

16:

L̂E = γQ0 [v] − Q[v] − Enc(E[docv ]|θe )2

17:

// Compute stochastic gradients
gradPL [i] = ∂ L̂O /∂PL [i], gradQL [j] = ∂ L̂O /∂QL [j],

29:

gradQL [j  ] = ∂ L̂O /∂QL [j  ]
gradGL = ∂ L̂H(L) /∂GL , gradKL = ∂ L̂H(L) /∂Kl
gradG̃L = ∂ L̂H̃(L) /∂ G̃L , gradK̃L = ∂ L̂H̃(L) /∂ K̃l
for l = L − 1 to 1 do
gradPl [u] = ∂(L̂H(l) + L̂H(l+1) )/∂Pl [u]
gradQl [v] = ∂(L̂H̃(l) + L̂H̃(l+1) )/∂Ql [v]
gradGl = ∂ L̂H(l) /∂Gl , gradKl = ∂ L̂H(l) /∂Kl
gradG̃l = ∂ L̂H̃(l) /∂ G̃l , gradK̃l = ∂ L̂H̃(l) /∂ K̃l
end for
gradθe = ∂ L̂E /∂θe
W = {w|w ∈ pairs}, C = {c|c ∈ pairs}
gradE[W ] = ∂(L̂E + λL̂embd )/∂E[W ]
gradC[C] = λL̂embd /∂C[C]

30:

// Update parameters
PL [i] −= η gradPL [i] , QL [j] −= η gradQL [j] ,

18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

6 Experiments

27:
28:

We conducted extensive experiments on benchmark datasets. We used the following state-of-theart methods as baselines:
1. CML + Skip-Thought (CMLST)
We combined the collaborative ﬁltering method
CML (Hsieh et al., 2017) with the textual encoder
Skip-Thought (Kiros et al., 2015) to learn from the
feedback dataset and textual corpus.
2. CRAE (Wang H et al., 2016)
CRAE is a combination of Bayesian MF and
RNN. The Bayesian MF module models user feedback. The Bayesian RNN module extracts feature
vectors from the textual corpus.
3. CDL (Wang H et al., 2015)
CDL is a probabilistic graphics model that encompasses a collaborative ﬁltering module with a
probabilistic auto-encoder.
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Algorithm 2 Block coordinate descent for an RS

LE (Q0 ,Q,Edocj ,θe )

(14)
where Hl (Pl−1 ) is obtained by stacking vectors
H(Pl−1 [i]|Gl , Kl ) into a matrix of size m × d, and
Eθe ({docj }) is a matrix of size n × d obtained by
stacking vectors Enc(E[doc]|θe ). We solve the optimization problem (14) through Algorithm 2, which
optimizes the objective with respect to one block of
variables while ﬁxing the remaining ones.

2020 21(8):1206-1216

31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:

QL [j  ] −= η gradQL [j  ]
G̃L −= gradG̃L , K̃L −= gradK̃L
GL −= η gradGL , KL −= gradKL
for l = L − 1 to 1 do
Pl [u] −= η gradPl [u] , Ql [v] −= η gradQl [v]
Gl −= η gradGl , Kl −= gradKl
G̃l −= η gradG̃l , K̃l −= gradK̃l
end for
θe −= η gradθe
E[W ] −= η gradE[W ] , C[C] −= η gradC[C]
P [u] = P0 [u]
Q[v] = Q0 [v] − Enc(Edocv |θe )
end for
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4. CDAE (Wu et al., 2016)
CDAE models user feedback with a stack denoising auto-encoder.
5. CTR (Wang C and Blei, 2011)
CTR combines MF and probabilistic topic modeling to produce a content-based recommendation.
All baselines and the proposed method HAM
were run on the same machine with i7-5930K CPU,
64-GB RAM, and one TITAN Xp GPU.
6.1 Benchmark datasets
We used the following datasets to evaluate the
performances of the diﬀerent methods: CiteULike,
M1M, and M10M. The CiteULike dataset (Wang C
and Blei, 2011) is composed of user behavior of bookmarking research papers and their abstracts. M1M
and M10M (Liu et al., 2017) contain ﬁve-star ratings
of movies and textual documents recording movie
plots. Basic statistics on the datasets are listed in
Table 2. For these datasets, we treated every bookmarked paper (or rated movie) as “relevant.” For
each “relevant” user-item pair in all datasets, we sampled NS items from unbookmarked papers (or unrated movies) to form “irrelevant” pairs. We dub NS
the negative sampling number (NS). The observed
data were partitioned into 80% for training with the
remaining 20% for testing.
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1. Area under the curve (AUC)
AUC reﬂects the performance of the recommender by counting the portion of incorrectly ordered pairs. It is formulated as follows:

(i,j,j  )∈D I{f (i, docj ) > f (i, docj  )}
,
AUC =
|D |
(15)

where D is the test set.
2. Recall@k
Recall@k is the proportion of relevant items
in the top-k recommendation list. It is deﬁned as
follows:
 |Yi ∩ Y k |
i
,
(16)
Recall@k =
|Y
|
i
i
where Yi comprises the relevant items for user i and
Yik is the top-k recommendation list.
3. Precision@k
Precision@k is the fraction of relevant items
from the top-k recommendation list:
Precision@k =

 |Yi ∩ Y k |
i

i

k

.

(17)

4. Mean average precision (MAP)
MAP is the mean value of Precision@k under
diﬀerent k, where Precision@k is the accuracy of topk items in the recommendation list.
6.4 Accuracy comparison

6.2 Default hyperparameter settings
By default, a model’s dimension was set to
d = 256 for HAM. The depth of the transformer
of HAM was set to 50. The negative sampling number was set to NS = 6. The regularization parameter
λ was set to 0.2. γ was set to 0.3. Values of these
hyperparameters were selected by ﬁve-fold cross validation. Parameters of baseline methods were set to
their default values.
6.3 Evaluation metrics
To evaluate the performance of the diﬀerent
methods, we used the following measurements:

In this subsection, we compared the accuracy
of HAM with those of the baseline methods. All
methods were tested ﬁve times. The average performance and standard deviations are reported in
Table 3. We measured the ranking accuracy of the
involved methods in terms of AUC and MAP. Table 3
shows that HAM outperforms the baselines on both
AUC and MAP. This is because HAM is deeper and
has a more robust encoder of textual information.
In addition, we assessed the top-k recommendation
performance of the involved methods via Recall@k
and Precision@k. We report the means and standard
deviations of both Recall@5 and Precision@5 of the

Table 2 Statistics of the benchmark datasets
Dataset

Number of users

Number of items

Number of feedbacks

Average number of words

CiteULike

5551

16 980

210 504

204.9

M1M

6040

3861

996 045

82.19

M10M

13 975

10 681

1 962 580

84.66
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Table 3 Performance of the diﬀerent methods on the collaborative ranking task
AUC

Method
CiteULike
CMLST
CRAE
CDL
CDAE
CTR
HAM

M1M

0.9313±0.003
0.9104±0.013
0.9206±0.005
0.9157±0.023
0.9120±0.004
0.9188±0.023
0.9348±0.003
0.9107±0.014
0.9043±0.007
0.9109±0.012
0.9406±0.002 0.9239±0.009

MAP
M10M

CiteULike

0.9370±0.013
0.9682±0.024
0.9365±0.036
0.9366±0.017
0.9211±0.021
0.9671±0.010

0.1217±0.002
0.0580±0.007
0.1124±0.003
0.1211±0.006
0.0603±0.002
0.1481±0.008

M1M

M10M

0.1881±0.004
0.1753±0.006
0.1856±0.007
0.1585±0.005
0.1432±0.005
0.1547±0.004
0.1630±0.002
0.1712±0.004
0.1008±0.009
0.1148±0.003
0.2332±0.004 0.2249±0.007

The best results are in bold

Table 4 Performance of the diﬀerent methods on the top-k ranking task
Recall@5

Method
CiteULike
CMLST
CRAE
CDL
CDAE
CTR
HAM

0.0937±0.002
0.0825±0.003
0.0895±0.007
0.0925±0.004
0.0363±0.001
0.1151±0.002

M1M

Precision@5
M10M

CiteULike

0.0722±0.003
0.0667±0.013
0.0731±0.003
0.0729±0.024
0.0758±0.006
0.0840±0.036
0.0858±0.002
0.0767±0.017
0.0434±0.002
0.0520±0.013
0.0958±0.004 0.1038±0.010

M1M

0.1100±0.006
0.2291±0.004
0.1308±0.004
0.3132±0.002
0.1404±0.006
0.3782±0.010
0.1511±0.002
0.3680±0.009
0.0430±0.001
0.2059±0.003
0.1647±0.006 0.4142±0.006

M10M
0.1822±0.006
0.2260±0.007
0.2773±0.008
0.2445±0.003
0.1356±0.005
0.3532±0.009

The best results are in bold

diﬀerent methods in Table 4. From the table, we can
see that HAM has much better top-k recommendation accuracy than baseline methods. For general k,
Recall@k and Precision@k of the diﬀerent methods
are displayed in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 shows that HAM consistently outperforms baseline methods in terms of
both Recall@k and Precision@k, demonstrating that
recommendation accuracy can be improved when a
deeper network and a more robust encoder are used.
6.5 Performance
dimensions

under

diﬀerent

model

We empirically observed that the model dimension d greatly inﬂuences the involved methods’ recommendation precision. Thus, we examined the performance of the involved methods under diﬀerent settings of model dimension. To see the parameters’ impact, we report Recall@50 and Precision@50 of HAM
and baseline methods in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 demonstrates
that HAM has better accuracy under diﬀerent settings of hyperparameters. The results show that a
deeper neural structure can enhance recommendation performance regardless of model dimension.

7 Conclusions and future work
We have proposed a deep HighwAy recoMmender (HAM). HAM employs a highway mecha-

nism to make gradient-based solvers stable. To automatically denoise textual information, HAM has
been equipped with a multi-head attention architecture. Furthermore, HAM uses a novel block coordinate descent method to train its deep neural structure. Experimental results demonstrated that HAM
notably outperforms state-of-the-art methods. We
attribute the superior results to the following three
factors: First, the proposed network is deeper than
the baseline methods. A deeper network is more suitable for describing nonlinear preferences and generalizes better than shallow models. Second, the proposed block descent algorithm successfully trains the
deep model without gradient vanishing/exploding.
It is known that the backpropagation of a very deep
neural network suﬀers from vanishing/exploding gradients. To avoid such backpropagation, the proposed
algorithm decomposes the highly coupled DNN minimization problem into several loosely coupled singlelayer subproblems. Third, our method eﬀectively integrates useful information contained in the textual
corpus by a multi-head attention mechanism.
In this paper, HAM focuses on the recommendation task with textual side information available.
Other types of side information, such as photos,
videos, and social relations, are often accessible in
real-world tasks. They can help a recommender
better understand the user-item relationship and
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Fig. 2 Precision@k of the diﬀerent methods under diﬀerent choices of k with respect to benchmark datasets
CiteULike (a), M1M (b), and M10M (c), and Recall@k of the diﬀerent methods under diﬀerent choices of k
with respect to benchmark datasets CiteULike (d), M1M (e), and M10M (f )

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3 Precision@50 of the diﬀerent methods under diﬀerent choices of dimension with respect to benchmark
datasets CiteULike (a), M1M (b), and M10M (c), and Recall@50 of the diﬀerent methods under diﬀerent
choices of dimension with respect to benchmark datasets CiteULike (d), M1M (e), and M10M (f )
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are critical for improving recommendation accuracy.
In the future, we will investigate the inﬂuence of all
these information sources and further enhance the
performance of HAM.
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